Server and EMS Administrator

Sl.
No

Question

Choice 1

Choice 2

Choice 4

Set a Group Policy
on all OUs
containing computer
accounts to enable
the passwords must
meet complexity
requirements policy

Set a Group Policy
on all OUs
containing
computer accounts
to enable the
passwords must
meet complexity
requirements
policy
Choice 2

Enable Anonymous
access for the Sales
virtual directory
Create a single
volume on each of

Enable
Anonymous
access for the
Sales virtual
directory
Create a
single volume on

1

2

3

Computer accounts and user
accounts in your domain have
been separated into OUs for
administrative purpose. You want
to require strong passwords for
the local user accounts only.
What should you do?
You are the network
administrator for your company.
Mike Nash is a member of the
Administration group, and Nate
Sun is a member of the Intern
group. Both groups are in the
same domain. On the intranet
server, the Administration group
is placed in the Security group,
and the Intern group is placed in
the Nonsecurity group. The
Security group is then granted
Full Control permission for the
Sales virtual directory. Nate
needs to update new sales
information that is located on the
Sales virtual directory. What
should you do so that Nate can
perform this task?
You are the administrator of a
Windows
2000
Server

Set a Group Policy
on the domain to
enable the
passwords must
meet complexity
requirements policy

Make Nate a
member of the
Security group
Convert all
three disks to

Set a Group Policy
on each local
computer to enable
the passwords must
meet complexity
requirements policy

Remove Nate
from the Intern
group
Convert all
three disks to

Correct
Answer

Choice 3

Choice 1
Choice 2

4

5

4computer that has one hard
disk. This computer runs a
custom application that writes
a large number of small
temporary files in a single
directory to support request
from client computers. To
improve performance of the
application, you add three new
100-GB SCSI disks to the
server to hold these temporary
files. You want to ensure that
the application can use all 300
GB of space with a single drive
letter. You also want to ensure
the
fastest
possible
performance when writing the
temporary files. How should
you configure the three disks?
You are the administrator of
Windows
2000
Server
computer. Your computer has
a span volume that consists of
areas on three physical hard
disks on the server. The three
disks support hot swapping.
You regularly backup the span
volume by using windows
backup. One of the disk fail,
you replace the disk with a new
un-partitioned disk. You want
to recover the span volume and
disk data as soon as possible.
What should you do?
You have configured a Group
Policy Object (GPO) for the

dynamic disks.
Create a RAID-5
volume

dynamic disks.
Create a striped
volume

the three disks.
Format each
volume as NTFS.
Mount the roots of
Disk 2 and Disk 3
in the root folder of
Disk 1

Disk 1. Format
the volume as
NTFS. Extend
the volume to
create a
spanned volume
that includes the
space on all
three disks

Choice 1
Re scan the
disk, remove the
span volume and
create a new
span volume that
includes the new
disk. Format the
span volume, use
Windows back up
to restore the
data

Re scan the
disk, format the
span volume. Use
windows back up
to restore the
data

Extend the span
volume to include
the new disk, shut
down and restart
the server, use
windows backup
to restore the data

Extend the
span volume to
include the new
disk, rescan the
disk

Create a
second GPO in

Create a
second GPO in

Add the
Managers group to

Add the
Managers group

Choice 2

6

7

marketing organization unit
(OU) to prevent users from
accessing My Network Places
and from running System in
Control Panel. You want the
Managers
Domain
Local
Group to be able to access My
Network Places, but you still
want to prevent them from
running the System in the
Control Panel. What should
you do?
Your network contains
NetWare 4.0 Servers. You
have successfully installed
Client Service for NetWare on
Windows 2000 Professional
computers, and Gateway
Service for NetWare on
Windows 2000 Server
Computers. You recently
added a new Windows 2000
Server computer to the
network and installed Gateway
Service for NetWare on it.
However, the server is unable
to connect to any NetWare
servers. What should you do
on the new Windows 2000
Server computer to resolve
this problem?
You install Internet Information
Services 5.0 on a computer
running Windows 2000 Server.
You
create
two
new
department web sites for the

the OU. Add the
Managers group
to the access
control list. Allow
the managers
group to apply the
Group Policy.
Deny the
Authenticated
Users group
permission to
read and apply

the OU. Add the
Managers group
to the access
control list. Allow
the managers
group to apply the
Group Policy.
Disable the
Authenticated
Users group
permission to
read and apply

the access control
list of the GPO.
Deny the
permission of the
managers group to
read and apply the
Group Policy

to the access
control list of the
GPO. Disable
the permission
of the managers
group to read
and apply the
Group Policy

Choice 1

Configure the
NWLink IPX/SPX/
NetBIOS
Compatible
Transport
Protocol to use
the correct
Ethernet frame
type

Enable NWLink
NetBIOS

Install RIP
routing for IPX

Install the SAP
Agent

The user will be
redirected to the
Default Web site
home page

The user will
receive a 404 File Not Found
error message

The user will
receive a 403.2 Read Access
Forbidden error
message

The user will
be redirected to
an alternate
default page for

Choice 1

8

9

Human Resources and Sales
departments. You use host
headers to define these two
new sites. You stop the Sales
web site while a developer
updates the contents of the
site. If a user attempts to
access the Sales site while it is
stopped, what response will
the user receive?
You have a machine with two
hard disk and you add an extra
100 GB hard disk for a specific
Client-Server application to run
on, because the application
gets very slow returning query
data. You want to have the
fastest possible access for the
Client-Server App to the
HDD's. Which Raid should you
apply?
You are the administrator of a
Windows
2000
Server
computer. The server has a
single hard disk with a single
NTFS partition. You use a
third-party tool to add a new
partition to the disk. When you
restart the server, you received
the following error message:
"Windows 2000 could not start
because the following file is
missing
or
corrupt:/system32/ntoskrnl.exe
. Please re-install a copy of the

the Sales site's
home directory

Choice 1

RAID0

RAID1

RAIDS

RAID2

Choice 1
Start the
computer by
using the
Recovery
Console. Modify
the Partition
parameter in the
operating system
path in C:Boot.ini

Start the
computer by
using the
Recovery
Console. Run
System File
Checker

Start the
emergency repair
process. Choose
the option to repair
system files

Start the
computer in safe
mode with
command
prompt. Modify
the Partition
parameter in the
operating
system path in
C:boot.ini

10

11

above file." What should you
do to resolve the problem? "
You
are
a
network
administrator
for
your
company. The company is
currently configuring its branch
offices with a Windows 2000
Server computer at each office.
Each branch office has a
technical-support department
but
not
a
network
administrator. You want to
configure the remote Windows
2000 Server computers so that
whenever a new Microsoft
driver becomes available, the
branch offices are notified
automatically
when
the
administrator logs onto the
server. What should you do?
Some applications on your
company network use defined
domain user accounts as their
service
accounts.
Each
computer that runs one of
these applications should have
the respective service account
in the Local Administrators
Group.
Currently,
you
individually place these service
accounts
in
the
Local
Administrators Group on the
appropriate Windows 2000
Professional computers. You
need to centralize this process.
What should you do?

Choice 2

Configure
system file
checker to notify
the branch offices

Install Windows
critical update
notification

Configure
Windows file
protection to notify
the branch offices

Install the
Windows 2000
Resource Kit

Choice 1

Add the
applications
service accounts
to the Local
Administrator
Group. Use the
Restricted Groups
option in an OU
Group Policy

Add the
applications
service accounts
to the Local
Administrator
Group. Use the
Restricted
Groups option in
a Domain Group
Policy

Add the
applications
service accounts
to the Local
Administrator
Group. Use the
Restricted Groups
option in a Domain
Group Policy

Add the
applications
service accounts
to the Domain
Administrator
Group

12

13

You are the administrator of a
Windows 2000 Server
computer that has FIVE hard
disks. Four 100 GB hard disks
on the server are configured
as a single stripe volume. You
want to reconfigure the fourth
disk so that the volume is fault
tolerant and has as much
space possible available for
storing data. You want to use
only existing hardware. What
should you do?
You are the administrator of a
Windows 2000 Server network
that runs in mixed mode. You
install a new Windows 2000
Server computer. You create
and share a new HP LaserJet
4L printer. Your Windows
2000 Professional client
computers can print to the
new printer successfully.
However, when users try to
connect to the printer from
Windows NT Workstation 4.0
client computers, they receive
the dialog box shown in the
exhibit. "The server on which
the printer resides does not
have a suitable HP LaserJet
printer driver installed". You
want the printer driver to be
installed automatically on the
Windows NT Workstation

Choice 3

Convert the
disk to dynamic
disk shut down
and restart the
server

Backup the
data on the stripe
volume and
delete the stripe
volume. Create a
mirror volume,
shut down and
restart the server.
Restore the data
to new mirror
volumes

Backup the data
on the stripe
volume and delete
the stripe volume.
Create a raidS
volume on the four
disks, restore the
data to the new
raid5 volume

Backup the
data on the
stripe volume
and delete the
stripe

Choice 2

Copy the
Windows NT 4.0
Printer Drivers to
the Net logon
shared folders on
all Windows NT
Server 4.0
computers still
configured as
BDCs

Change the
sharing options
on the printer to
install additional
drivers for
Windows NT 4.0
or Windows 2000

Copy the
Windows NT 4.0
printer drivers to
the Net logon
shared folder on
the PDC emulator

Copy the
Windows NT 4.0
printer drivers to
the
WinntSystem32
pri liter sdri vers
folder on the
Windows 2000
print server

14

15

computers. What should you
do? “
Your
company's
network
includes Windows 3.1 client
computers, Windows 95 client
computers, and Windows 2000
Professional client computers.
The company's manufacturing
facilities run 24 hours per day.
The company has developed
its own 32-bit application that
collects information from the
manufacturing process so that
workers on one shift can find
out that was manufactured
during the previous shift. The
company wants to make the
application available on all of
the client computers by using
Terminal
Service
on
a
Windows
2000
Server
computer. This server will not
run as a domain controller. You
install Terminal Services. The
information technology (IT)
department needs to be able to
remote control users' sessions
to support and troubleshoot the
application. What should you
do to enable the IT department
to control users' sessions?
You are the administrator of
contoso.local domain. You
organize the domain into
organizational units as shown
in the EXHIBIT. You configure

Choice 3

Configure the
Terminal server to
run in Remote
Administration
mode

Add the
members of the
IT department to
the Power Users
group on the
Terminal server

Grant the IT
department Full
Control permission
to the Remote
Desktop Protocol
(RDP) on the
Terminal server

Use third-party
software to
enable remote
control of users'
session

From the group
policy options
from the
contoso.local
domains set the

From the group
policy options
from the Michigan
and Florida OU,

From the group
policy options from
the Michigan and
Florida OU, set the
option not override

Block the
group policy
inheritance for
Michigan and
Florida OU

Choice 1

the local security options and
other settings for the default
domain policy object You
delegate administration of
Michigan and Florida OU. You
want to prevent those
administrators from creating
any other group policy objects
with settings that conflict with
those you configured.What
should you do?
16 You are the administrator of a
Windows
2000
Server
computer. The server contains
one network adapter and is a
file and print server for critical
company
resources.
You
install a second network
adpater in the server and
connect it to the same network
subnet as the first adapter. You
want to ensure that the first
adapter is used for all network
traffic and the second adapter
is used only if the first adapter
fails or is disconnected from
the network. You also want to
ensure that the server always
has network connectivity even
if one network adapter fails.
What should you do?
1
Some applications on your
7
company network use defined
domain user accounts as their
service accounts. Each
computer that runs one of

option not
override

set the option not
override

Choice 4

Set the second
adapters status to
disable

Set the second
adapters status to
disable

Configure the
binding order on
the second
adapter to bind
TCP/IP last

Configure the
second adapter
to use a TCP/IP
metric of 25

Add the
applications
service accounts
to the Local
Administrator

Add the
applications
service accounts
to the Local
Administrator

Add the
applications
service accounts
to the Local
Administrator

Add the
applications
service accounts
to the Domain

Choice 1

these applications should
have the respective service
account in the Local
Administrators Group.
Currently, you individually
place these service accounts
in the Local Administrators
Group on the appropriate
Windows 2000 Professional
computers. You need to
centralize this process. What
should you do?
1
8

1
9

How can you recreate the
PTR record in your Windows
2000 DNS server from you
Windows 2000 client?
You want to provide Internet
access for the clients on your
network. You decide to use
Network Address Translation
(NAT). You have a Windows
2000 computer you try to
establish a secure Virtual
Private Networking session
with. You try connecting to the
Remote Windows 2000
computer using L2TP. You are
unable to establish a
connection with the remote
node using L2TP. You are
able to make a connection
with another computer in your
same office. Why are you
unable to make a

Group. Use the
Restricted Groups
option in an OU
Group Policy

Run ipconfig all
/registerdns from
the DNS server

NAT does not
allow for remote
networking

Group. Use the
Restricted
Groups option in
a Domain Group
Policy

Group. Use the
Restricted Groups
option in a Domain
Group Policy

Administrator
Group

Start the DNS
Dynamic service
on your client
comput

Run ipconfig
/registerdns from
the client

Create a host
file with the
#DYNAMIC
command on the
client computer

Choice 3

L2TP does not
work with
Windows 2000
computers

You can not
establish a L2TP
connection behind
a computer
running NAT. The
L2TP session fails
because the IP
Security packets
become corrupted

You have not
configured the
NAT server to
translate the IP
Security packets

Choice 3

20

21

connection.to the remote
location?
You are configuring a
Windows 2000 Server
computer as a Routing and
Remote Access server for a
Branch office. You discover
that an incorrect driver was
installed during the installation
of the modem. You attempt to
remove the modem by using
Phone and Modem Options in
Control Panel. After each
attempt to remove the modem
by using this method, the
computer stops responding.
You restart the computer
again. You must install the
correct driver for the modem
as quickly as possible. What
should you do?
You want to improve the TCP
transmission speed of a
Windows 2000 Server
computer. You also want to
remove an unused registry
key. You use Regedit32 to edit
the registry of the Windows
2000 Server. You insert a
value in the registry named
TCPWindowSize, and you
remove the unused key. You
restart the computer, but the
computer stops responding
before the logon screen
appears. You want to return

Shut down the
server, remove
the modem card,
and restart the
server. Shut down
the server again,
insert the modem
card, and restart
the server

Use the
Add/Remove
Hardware wizard
to uninstall the
modem. Restart
the server

Restart the
computer by
using the last
known good
configuration

Restart the
computer by
using the
Recovery
Console. Run the
enable winlogon
service\_auto\_st
art command,
and then run the
Exit command

Delete all
references to
modems in the
registry

Run the
Modem
troubleshooter
and remove the
modem when
prompted.
Restart the
server

Choice 3

Restart the
computer by using
the Recovery
Console. Run the
Fixboot c:
command, and
then run the Exit
command

Restart the
computer in safe
mode. Then
restart the
computer again

Choice 4

the computer to its previous
configuration. What should
you do?
22

23

Your network consists of
Windows 2000 file servers,
Windows 2000 print servers,
Windows 2000 professional
computers, Windows 2000 file
servers. You must prevent any
unsigned drivers from being
installed on any computer in
your Windows 2000 network.
What should you do?
You install the Routing and
Remote Access service on a
Windows
2000
Server
computer in your network. Your
network
is
not
directly
connected to the Internet and
uses the private IP address
range 192.168.0.0. When you
use Routing and Remote
Access to dial in to the server,
your
computer
connects
successfully, but you are
unable
to
access
any
resources. When you try to piiig
servers by using their IP
addresses, you receive the
following message: "Request
timed out." When you run the
ipconfig command, it shows
that your dial-up connection
has been given the IP address

Configure the
Windows 2000
file servers,
Windows 2000
print servers,
Windows 2000
professional
computers and
Windows 2000
file servers to
block unsigned
drivers

Ensure that the
remote access
server is able to
connect to a
DHCP server that
has a scope for
its subnet

Do nothing, this
is the default
setting

Configure a
Group policy for
the Default
Domain Controller
to block all
unsigned drivers

Configure a
Group policy for
the Domain that
blocks all
unsigned drivers

Choice 1

Configure the
remote access
server to act as a
DHCP Relay
Agent

Authorize the
remote access
server to receive
multiple addresses
from a DHCP
server

Configure the
remote access
server with the
address of a
DHCP server

Choice 2

24

25

26

27

169.254.75.182. What should
you do to resolve the problem?
"
You configure your Windows
2000 Server as a print server.
You install a second PnP
Network adapter to improve
the performance. The first
adapter uses IRQ11, and the
second adapter uses IRQ5.
The server is now unable to
print to print devices connected
to a non-PnP LPT2 port
adapter. You want to continue
to use the print devices
connected to your print server.
What should you do?
Your computer has a mirrored
volume and you wish to now
install the Recovery Console
for future troubleshooting. How
do you do this?
Your Windows 2000 Server
computer uses a non-Plug and
Play ISA modem configured to
use IRQ 5. You add a PCI
modem and restart the
computer. Device Manager
reports
an
IRQ
conflict
between the two modems.
Both modem are trying to use
IRQ 5. You want to resolve the
problem. What should you do?
Your network contains
NetWare 4.0 Servers. You

Use device
manager to
change the IRQ
for LPT1 to
IRQ10
Reinstall
Windows, this can
only be applied
during the
installation

Use device
manager to
change the IRQ
for LPT2 to IRQ7
Break the mirror,
run
X:i386winnt32.ex
e /cmdcons
Reestablish the
mirror

Use Device
Manager to
change the IRQ
for the original
modem to IRQ 9
Configure the
NWLink IPX/SPX/

Use Device
Manager to
change the IRQ
for the original
modem to IRQ 10
Enable NWLink
NetBIOS

Edit the CMOS
setting of the
servers BIOS to
reserve IRQ7 for
non-PnP devices

Edit the CMOS
setting of the
servers BIOS to
reserve IRQ5 for
non-PnP devices

Choice 4

Run
X:i386winnt32.exe
/ cmdcons

Run the add and
remove
programs and
add the recovery
console

Choice 2

Edit the CMOS
settings on the
computer to
reserve IRQ 5 for
non-Plug and Play
devices
Install RIP routing
for IPX

Edit the CMOS
settings on the
computer to
reserve IRQ 10
for non-Plug and
Play devices
Install the SAP
Agent

Choice 3
Choice 1

28

have successfully installed
Client Service for NetWare on
Windows 2000 Professional
computers, and Gateway
Service for NetWare on
Windows 2000 Server
Computers. You recently
added a new Windows 2000
Server computer to the
network and installed Gateway
Service for NetWare on it.
However, the server is unable
to connect to any NetWare
servers. What should you do
on the new Windows 2000
Server computer to resolve
this problem?
You are the administrator of a
Windows 2000 domain that
has three domain controllers.
Each day, you use Windows
Backup to perform full
backups of each domain
controller. You run a script to
make changes to account
information in Active Directory.
As a result of errors in the
script, the incorrect user
accounts are modified. Active
Directory replication then
replicates the changes to the
other two domain controllers.
You want to revert Active
Directory to the version that
was backed up the previous
day. What should you do?

NetBIOS
Compatible
Transport
Protocol to use
the correct
Ethernet frame
type

Shut down and
restart a single
domain controller
in directory
services restore
mode. Use
Windows Backup
to restore the
System State
data. Run the
Ntdsutil utility.
Restart the
computer

On a single
domain controller,
use Windows
Backup to restore
the System State
data. Shut down
and restart the
computer

Shut down, and
restart a single
domain controller
by using the
Recovery
Console. Use
Windows Backup
to restore the
System State
data. Exit the
Recovery
Console. Restart
the computer

Shut down and
restart each
domain
controller by
using the
Recovery
Console. Use
Windows
Backup to
restore the
Sysvol folder.
Exit the
Recovery
Console. Restart
the computer

Choice 1

29
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You are the administrator of a
Windows 2000 Server
computer. The server hosts
several web sites that have
logging enabled. You use a
third-party reporting utility to
analyze the log files produced
by the web sites. You notice
that all data from 7:00pm to
midnight each night is
included in the following day's
logfile. You want all data to be
included in the correct day's
log file. What should you do?
You are the administrator
responsible for security and
user desktop settings on your
network. You need to
configure a custom registry
entry for all users. You want to
add the custom registry entry
into a Group Policy object
(GPO) with the least amount
of administrative effort What
should you do?

Ensure that the
log type is set to
W3C

Configure an
ADM template
and add the
template to the
GPO

Change the time
zone setting in
the time
properties on the
web server

Change the log
rollover property in
the website's
logging properties

Configure the
time service on
the web server
to use local
system account

Choice 3

Configure, an INF
policy and add
the policy to the
GPO

Configure a
Microsoft Windows
Installer package
and add the
package to the
GPO

Configure RIS to
include the
registry entry

Choice 1

Database Administrator:

Sl.
No.
1

2

Question

Choice 1

Choice 2

Choice 3

Choice 4

Correct
Answer

Which of the following stored
procedure is used to add a primary
database on primary server?

Sp_add_log_ship
ping_primary_dat
abase

Sp_add_primary_data
base

Sp_add_log_shi
pping

sp_add_log_shi
pping_primary

Choice1

In SQL, which command is used to
SELECT only one copy of each set of
duplicable rows

SELECT
DISTINCT

SELECT UNIQUE

SELECT
DIFFERENT

All the above

Choice1

Backward recovery is which of the
following?

Where the beforeimages are
applied to the
database

Where the afterimages are applied to
the database

Where the afterimages and
before-images
are applied to
the database

Switching to an
existing copy of
the database

Choice1

Which of the following utility supports
bulk exports and bulk imports data
and generates format files?

icp utility

bcp utility

dcp utility

all of the
mentioned

Choice2

A shared lock allows which of the
following types of transactions to
occur?

Insert

Delete

Select

Update

Choice3

Which of the following members has
access to SQL Server Agent?

members of the
systemadmin

members of the
sysadmin

members of the
sysadministraion

none of the
mentioned

Choice2

The canonical cover for this set is
A→BC, B→C, A→B, AB→C

A→BC and B→C

A→BC and AB→C

A→BC and
A→C

A→B and B→C

Choice4

Effect of open standards like SMI(s)

Standardization
drives software
interoperability
and interchange
ability

Breaks the old-style
dependence on
proprietary methods,
trade secrets, and
single providers

Builds a strong
foundation on
which others
can quickly build
and innovate

All of the
mentioned

Choice4

3

4

5

6
7
8

1

128

256

Upto number of
columns in
table

How do Storage administrators
ensure secure access to storage
devices:

By using Zoning

By putting a physical
lock on the storage
device

By keeping
devices
shutdown when
not in use

All of the
mentioned

Choice1

Which of the following catalog view is
used for SQL Server Extended
Events?

Sys.server_event
_session_actions

Sys.server_sessions

Sys.server_even
t_sess

all of the
mentioned

Choice3

Which of the following RAID levels
guarantees double disk failure
protection?

RAID 6

RAID 5

RAID 0+5

RAID 0+1

Choice1

Concurrency control is important for
which of the following reasons?

To ensure data
integrity when
updates occur to
the database in a
multiuser
environment

To ensure data
integrity when updates
occur to the database
in a single-user
environment

To ensure data
integrity while
reading data
occurs to the
database in a
multiuser
environment

To ensure data
integrity while
reading data
occurs to the
database in a
single-user
environment

Choice1

Forms that are used to organize
business data into rows and columns
are called ____

transaction sheets

business forms

registers

spreadsheets

Choice4

The _____ operation allows the
combining of two relations by merging
pairs of tubles, one from each relation,
into a single tuple.

Intersection

Union

Join

Select

Choice3

Which of the following is not a class of
constraint in SQL Server?

UNIQUE

NOT NULL

CHECK

NULL

Choice4

9
How many clustered indexes can be
created on single table?

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Choice1

17
The DBMS that is most difficult to use
is ____

Oracle
Corporation’s
Oracle

Microsoft’s Access

Microsoft’s SQL
Server

None of these

Choice1

Combination of
relational and
non relational
data type
columns

Choice3

18

19

20

What is the hybrid model in SQL
Server?

Using XML with
views

Using XML with
triggers

Combination of
relational and
XML data type
columns

The Windows password policies
enforced for SQL Server logins
depends upon
_____________________ API.

NetValidate

NetValidatePassword
Policy

NetValidatePolic
y

ValidatePassw
ordPolicy

Choice2

Which of the following is not a class of
constraint in SQL Server?

UNIQUE

NOT NULL

CHECK

NULL

Choice4

Combination of
relational and
non relational
data type
columns

Choice3

21

22

23

24
25

What is the hybrid model in SQL
Server?

Using XML with
views

Using XML with
triggers

Combination of
relational and
XML data type
columns

The _________ database is used by
SQL Server Agent for scheduling
alerts and jobs, and recording
operators

Model

Msdb

Master

temp

Choice2

If every non-key attribute is
functionally dependent on the primary
key, then the relation will be in

1NF

2NF

3NF

4NF

Choice2

Which of the following provides byte
level striping?

RAID 5

RAID 6

RAID 4

RAID 2

Choice1

________ logging is not supported for
memory-optimized tables.

Full

Minimal

Bulk

None

Choice1

26

Which of the following is used to
Validate the database objects?

DBCC
SHOWCONTIG

DBCC CHECKDB

DBCC
CATALOG

None of the
mentioned

Choice2

Choose the right execution plan

a. select , from ,
where , group,
having

a. From, where, group,
having , select

a. Where,
having, group,
select, from

a. From, select,
where, group,
having

Choice2

______________ runs UPDATE
STATISTICS against all user-defined
tables in the current database

SP_UPDATESTA
TSs

DBCC CHECKDB

DBCC
CATALOG

DBCC
INDEXDEFRA
G

Choice1

Execute sp_add_jobschedule to add a
schedule for the backup job on
_________ server.

primary

secondary

primary and
secondary

none of the
mentioned

Choice1

Which of the following table stores
history detail for log shipping jobs?

log_shipping_mon
itor_alert

log_shipping_monitor_
primary

log_shipping_m
onitor_history_d
etail

none of the
mentioned

Choice3

27

28

29

30

Network Security:
Sl.
No.
1

Choice 5

Correct
Answer
Choice 4

Question
Which of the following is an
objective of network security?

Choice 1
Confidentiality

Choice 2
Integrity

Choice 3
Availability

Choice 4
All of the
above

2

What is the existence of
weakness in a system or
network is known as?

Attack

Exploit

Vulnerability

Threat

Choice 3

3

Which layer of the OSI model is
responsible for translating
different syntaxes?

Presentation
Layer

Network Layer

Session Layer

Data Link
Layer

Choice 1

4

Why is it important to scan your
own organization for wireless
devices and signals?

It can detect
rouge access
points.

It checks the
installed
encryption.

It finds
vulnerable
mobile phones.

It checks for
wireless
coverage.

Choice 1

5

Which of the following is a
tunneling protocol

Secure RPC

CHAP

SLIP

PPTP

Choice 4

6

Which choice below most
accurately describes SSL?

It’s a widely
used standard
of securing
email at the
Application
level.

It gives a user
remote access
to a command
prompt across
a secure,
encrypted
session.

It uses two
protocols, the
Authentication
Header and the
Encapsulating
Security
Payload.

It allows an
application
to have
authenticate
d, encrypted
communicat
ions across
a network.

Choice 4

7

What is network probing used
for?

To induce a
user into takin

To give an
attacker a map

To use up all of
a target’s
resources

To covertly
listen to

Choice 2

gain incorrect
action

of the network
nodes

transmissio
ns

8

To what does logon abuse
refer?

Breaking into a
network
primarily from
an external
source

Legitimate
users
accessing
networked
services that
would normally
be restricted to
them

Nonbusiness or
personal use of
the Internet

Intrusions
via dial-up
or
asynchrono
us external
network
connections

Choice 2

9

What type of firewall
architecture employs two
network cards and a single
screening router?

A screenedhost firewall

A dual-homed
host firewall

A screenedsubnet firewall

An
applicationlevel proxy
server

Choice 1

10

To what does covert channel
eavesdropping refer?

Using a
hidden,
unauthorized
network
connection to
communicate
unauthorized
information

Nonbusiness
or personal use
of the Internet

Socially
engineering
passwords from
an ISP

The use of
two-factor
passwords

Choice 1

11

Which is NOT a property of a
bridge?

Forwards the
data to all
other
segments if the
destination is
not on the local
segment

Operates at
Layer 2, the
Data Link
Layer

Operates at
Layer 3, the
Network Layer

Can create
a broadcast
storm

Choice 3

12

Which choice below is NOT an
element of IPSec?

Authentication
Header

Layer Two
Tunneling
Protocol

Security
Association

Encapsulati
ng Security
Payload

Choice 2

13

Which type of routing below
commonly broadcasts its
routing table information to all
other routers every minute?

Static

Distance
Vector

Link State

Dynamic
Control
Protocol

Choice 2

14

A back door into a network
refers to what?

Socially
engineering
passwords
from a subject

Mechanisms
created by
hackers to gain
network access
at a later time

Undocumented
instructions used
by programmers
to debug
applications

Monitoring
programs
implemente
d on dummy
applications
to lure
intruders

Choice 2

15

Which protocol below does
NOT pertain to email?

SMTP

POP

CHAP

IMAP

Choice 3

16

What does Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL)/Transaction
Security Layer (TSL) do?

Implements
confidentiality,
authentication,
and integrity
above the
Transport
Layer

Implements
confidentiality,
authentication,
and integrity
below the
Transport
Layer

Implements only
confidentiality
above the
Transport Layer

Implements
only
confidentialit
y below the
Transport
Layer

Choice 1

17

A company wants to deploy PKI
on its Internet-facing website.
The applications that are
currently deployed are:
* www.company.com (main
website)
* contactus.company.com (for
locating a nearby location)

SAN

Wildcard

Extended
validation

Self-signed

Choice 2

* quotes.company.com (for
requesting a price quote)
The company wants to
purchase one SSL certificate
that will work for all the existing
applications and any future
applications that follow the
same naming conventions,
such as store.company.com.
Which of the following
certificate types would BEST
meet the requirements?
18

A host was infected with
malware. During the incident
response, Joe, a user, reported
that he did not receive any
emails with links, but he had
been browsing the Internet all
day. Which of the following
would MOST likely show where
the malware originated?

The DNS logs

The web server
logs

The SIP traffic
logs

The SNMP
logs

Choice 1

19

A recently discovered zero-day
exploit utilizes an unknown
vulnerability in the SMB
network protocol to rapidly
infect computers. Once
infected, computers are
encrypted and held for ransom.
Which of the following would
BEST prevent this attack from
reoccurring?

Configure the
perimeter
firewall to deny
inbound
external
connections to
SMB ports.

Ensure
endpoint
detection and
response
systems are
alerting on
suspicious
SMB
connections.

Deny
unauthenticated
users access to
shared network
folders.

Verify
computers
are set to
install
monthly
operating
system,
updates
automaticall
y.

Choice 1

20

Which of the following refers to
applications and systems that
are used within an organization
without consent or approval?

Shadow IT

OSINT

Dark web

Insider
threats

Choice 1

21

A manufacturer creates designs
for very high security products
that are required to be
protected and controlled by the
government regulations. These
designs are not accessible by
corporate networks or the
Internet. Which of the following
is the BEST solution to protect
these designs?

An air gap

A Faraday
cage

A shielded
cable

demilitarize
d zone

Choice 1

22

Which of the following policies
would help an organization
identify and mitigate potential
single points of failure in the
company's IT/security
operations?

Least privilege

Awareness
training

Separation of
duties

Mandatory
vacation

Choice 3

23

Which of the following would
be the BEST method for
creating a detailed diagram of
wireless access points and
hotspots?

Footprinting

White-box
testing

A drone/UAV

Pivoting

Choice 1

24

A security assessment
determines DES and 3DES are
still being used on recently
deployed production servers.
Which of the following did the
assessment identify?

Unsecure
protocols

Default settings Open
permissions

Weak
encryption

Choice 4

25

A security analyst is
investigating an incident that
was first reported as an issue
connecting to network shares
and the Internet. While
reviewing logs and tool output,
the analyst sees the following:
( Image )
Which of the following attacks
has occurred?

IP conflict

Pass-the-hash

MAC flooding

Directory
traversal

ARP
poisonin
g

Choice 5

26

A malicious actor recently
penetrated a company's
network and moved laterally to
the datacenter. Upon
investigation, a forensics firm
wants to know what was in the
memory on the compromised
server. Which of the following
files should be given to the
forensics firm?

Security

Application

Dump

Syslog

Choice 3

27

A network engineer is
troubleshooting wireless
network connectivity issues that
were reported by users. The
issues are occurring only in the
section of the building that is
closest to the parking lot. Users
are intermittently experiencing
slow speeds when accessing
websites and are unable to
connect to network drives. The
issues appear to increase when

An external
access point is
engaging in an
evil-twin attack.

The signal on
the WAP
needs to be
increased in
that section of
the building.

The certificates
have expired on
the devices and
need to be
reinstalled.

The users in
that section
of the
building are
on a VLAN
that is being
blocked by
the firewall.

Choice 1

laptop users return to their
desks after using their devices
in other areas of the building.
There have also been reports of
users being required to enter
their credentials on web pages
in order to gain access to them.
Which of the following is the
MOST likely cause of this
issue?
28

A security analyst needs to
generate a server certificate to
be used for 802.1X and secure
RDP connections.
The analyst is unsure what is
required to perform the task
and solicits help from a senior
colleague. Which of the
following is the FIRST step the
senior colleague will most likely
tell the analyst to perform to
accomplish this task?

Create an
OCSP

Generate a
CSR.

Create a CRL.

Generate a
.pfx file

Choice 2

29

A small business just recovered
from a ransomware attack
against its file servers by
purchasing the decryption keys
from the attackers. The issue
was triggered by a phishing
email and the IT administrator
wants to ensure it does not
happen again. Which of the
following should the IT

Scan the NAS
for residual or
dormant
malware and
take new daily
backups that
are tested on a
frequent basis.

Restrict
administrative
privileges and
patch all
systems and
applications.

Rebuild all
workstations and
install new
antivirus
software.

Implement
application
whitelisting
and perform
user
application
hardening.

Choice 1

administrator do FIRST after
recovery?
30

After a ransomware attack, a
forensics company needs to
review a cryptocurrency
transaction between the victim
and the attacker. Which of the
following will the company
MOST likely review to trace this
transaction?

The public
ledger

The NetFlow
data

A checksum

The event
log

Choice 4

HELP Desk Executive:

Sl.
No.
1
2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10

11

12

Question

Choice 1

Choice 2

Choice 3

Choice 4

Eight Bits make up a
The printed output from a
computer is called
Name of the screen that
recognizes touch input is :
Identify the device through
which data and instructions
are entered into a computer
Which one is an example of
spreadsheet software ?
Internet Explorer is used for
:
What does "F" mean on the
F1, F2, F3, F4, etc. keyboard
keys?
Junk e-mail is also called
______
By default, your documents
print in ________ mode
Several computers linked to
a server to share programs
and storage space________
Which feature is used to
make selected sentence to
All Captital Letters or All
Small Letters ?
We can apply border to
_________

Byte

Megabyte

Kilobyte

None

Softcopy

Copy

Hardcopy

Paper

Android Screen

Recog Screen

Touch Screen

Point Screen

13
Full form of URL is ?

Correct
Answer
Choice 1
Choice 3
Choice 3
Choice 4

Output device

Software

Memory

Input device

MS Access

MS Excel

MS Word

MS Power Point

Listening Musics

Viewing Movies

Viewing Web Pages

Drawing

Choice 2
Choice 3
Choice 4
Find

File

Format

Function

Spam

Spoof

Spool

Sniffer script

Landscape

Portrait

Print View

Page Setup

Choice 1
Choice 2
Choice 1
Network

Grouping

Library

Integrated System
Choice 4

Change Letters

Change Word

Change Sentence

Change Case

Table
Uniform
Resource Link

Cell
Uniform Resource
Locator

Paragraph
Unified Resource
Link

All the above
Uniform
Registered Link

Choice 4
Choice 2

14

15
16
17

18

What are the abilities of an
ideal help desk person?
Verification of a login name
and password is known as:

ability to listen
others

ability to present
your thoughts
clearly

to be patient espically
in a tense situation

Choice 4

authentication
Daily Accounting
Record
Adware/spyware
is infecting your
PC

autherization
Daily Activity
Record
You dropped a
sandwich in your
computer

The Training
Manager

The Director

Choice 2

configuration
Daily Account
DAR stands for?
Receivable
Your computer has gradually Your processor
slowed down. What's the
chip is just
most likely cause?
getting old
If you are going to be late to
work or unable to work your
shift who should you
contact?
Your Supervisor

20

21

22

23

What is the function of a
router?
Which of the following
provide uniterupted power to
the Server
This Consists of precautions
taken so that effects of a
disaster will be minimized
Which of the following is
affected by irregular
Maintanence

24
What does ISP Stand for?

loggin
Daily Activity
Report

Choice 3

Overheating

Choice 2

Good afternoon.
This is Susan,
how may I assist
you?
converting the
data from one
format to another

Thank you for
calling Rum Cay,
a RockResort.
This is Susan.
How may I assist
you?
Forward the
packet to the up
links

Good afternoon,
thank you for calling
Rum Cay, a
RockResort. This is
Susan. How may I
assist you?

The Operation
Manager
Good afternoon,
thank you for
calling Rum Cay,
a RockResort.
This is Susan.
What is your
name?

error detection in data

None of the above

Choice 2

SMPS

UPS

Rectifer

Regulator

Choice 2

Data Retrieval

Disaster Retrieval

Disaster Recovery

Datacenter
Recovery

Choice 3

Relay
Intranet Service
Provider

Battery
Internet Service
Provider

Fan
Internet Security
Provider

Capacitor
Inernet Solution
Provider

19

Which is proper telephone
greeting?

All the above

Choice 1

Choice 3

Choice 2
Choice 2

25

26

27

__________ is a network
that this technology that
connects sites that are in
diverse locations
Which one is general
category of Modern UPS
System
It is a Network Point that
acts as an entrance to
another nework, what is it?

LAN

MAN

WAN

None of the above

Choice 3

Serial UPS

Netrual UPS

Line Interactive UPS

Extreme UPS

Choice 3

Backbone

ARPANET

Network of
Network

Choice 1

What does VESDA stand for

Gateway
Virthual Early
Stability
Detection
Apparatus

Very Early Smoke
Detection Apparatus

Very Early Smoke
Directing
Apparatus

choice 3

Email is on the most popular
services provided by the
internet. What are the main
advantages of e-Mail
What is the full form of EOL
in UPS

Saves paper and
allows users to
edit a message
easily
Expression of
Life

Sends Messages
according to the
senders convinience

All of these

Choice 4

End of Life

Expert of Life

Choice 3

28

29

30

Voluntary Early
Smoke Detection
Apparatus
Transmits
messagesfaster
than other
conventional
formsof
communication
such as postal
service
End of Literature

Network Engineer:

Sl.
No.
1
2
3
4
5

6

7

8
9
10

Question
Which of the following is the private
IP address?
Which port is used by SMTP?
On wireless networks ________
filtering is the security measure.
The slowest transmission speeds are
those of
Which of the following TCP/IP
protocol is used for transferring
electronic mail messages from one
machine to another?
How many hosts are attached to each
of the local area networks at your
site?
How many bits internet address is
assigned to each host on a TCP/IP
internet which is used in all
communications with the host?
Which of the following is separated
by a subnet mask?
What translates IP address into MAC
address?
Which address identifies a process on
a host?

Choice 1

Choice 2

Choice 3

Choice 4

12.0.0.1
22

168.172.19.39
53

172.15.14.36
25

192.168.24.43
69

OUI

IP

NIC

MAC

twisted-pair wire

coaxial cable

fiber-optic cable

microwaves

Transmission data rate is decided by
A _____ is a device that forwards
packets between networks by

Choice 3
Choice 4
Choice 1
Choice 4

FTP

SNMP

SMTP

RPC
Choice 2

128

254

256

64
Choice 2

16

48

64

DHCP scopes
Organizationally
Unique Identifier

32
Network ID and host
ID
Address Resolution
Protocol

Domains
Network
Interface Card

Physical Address

Logical Address

Port Address

Choice 2

Network layer

Physical layer

Data-link layer

Subnets
Burned In
Address
Specific
Address
Transport
layer

Bridge

Firewall

Router

All the above

11
12

Correct
Answer
Choice 4

Choice 3
Choice 3
Choice 2
Choice 3

13

14

15

processing the routing information
included in the packet
Frequency of failure and network
recovery time after a failure are
measures of the _______ of a network
Communication between a computer
and a keyboard involves
______________ transmission.
________ is a collection of many
separate networks.

Choice 2
Performance

Reliability

Security

Choice 4
Duplex

Automatic

Half-duplex

Simplex

WAN

An Internet

MAN

A network with
only one entry and
no exit point
UDP is a
datagram where as
TCP is a
connection
oriented service
6

A network with more
than one exit and entry
point
TCP is an Internet
protocol where as
UDP is an ATM
protocol
5

A network with
more than one
exit point
UDP is
connection
oriented where as
TCP is datagram
service
7

LAN
A network
that has only
one entry and
exit point

Megabyte
debug ipx
transaction

Kilo byte

Gigabyte

show ipx traffic

show ipx events

Ethernet 802.3

Ethernet 802.2

Ethernet II

Choice 2

16

What is a stub network?
17

18
19
20
21
22

The main difference between TCP
and UDP is
How many layers does OSI have?
A -------- is a approximately one
billion bytes.
To monitor ipx traffic on a network,
what command would you use?
Which type of Ethernet framing is
used for TCP/IP and DECnet?
Which NetWare protocol works on
layer 3--network layer—of the OSI
model?

24

Choice 4

Choice 1
All of the
above
8
Terabyte
display ipx
traffic
Ethernet
SNAP

Choice 3
Choice 3
Choice 2
Choice 3
Choice 1

IPX

NCP

contents of the IP
routing table

network information
& routing timers

SPX
NetBIOS
information about
all known
network and
All the above
subnetworks

201.222.5.127

201.222.5.120

201.222.5.121

23
The command "show IP protocol"
displays which information?
You have an IP host address of
201.222.5.121 and a subnet mask of

Feasibility

Choice 2

Choice 1
201.222.5.128

25

26
27

28
29
30

255.255.255.248. What is the
broadcast address?
Given the address 172.16.2.120 and
the subnet mask of 255.255.255.0.
How many hosts
are available?
Which command displays the
configuration register settings?
Which layer of the OSI model controls
the reliability of communications
between network devices using flow
control, sequencing and
acknowledgments?
IPv6 does not use ________ type of
address.
L2F was developed by which
company?
We can divide today's networks into
____ broad categories based on
switching.

Choice 1

254
show runningconfig

510

126

16372

show ip route

show version

show flash

Choice 3
Choice 3

Data-link layer

Network layer

Transport layer

Session layer

Broadcast

Multicast

Unicast

Microsoft

Cisco

Anycast
Blizzard
Entertainment

Choice 1
Choice 2
IETF
Choice 1
Three

Five

Two

Four

Technical Analyst:

Sl.
No.
1

Correct
Answer
Choice 3

Question
Services which involve physical,
measurable deliverables/outcomes,
where performance standards can be
clearly identified and consistently
applied, are classified as

Choice 1
Contingent
Services

Choice 2
Labour Services

Choice 3
Non-consulting
Services

Choice 4
Work Charged
Services

2

An authority competent to incur
expenditure may sanction the
purchase of goods required for use in
public service in accordance with
provisions given in the

Delegation of
Financial Powers
Rules

Departmental
Regulations

R&P

GFR

Choice 1

3

Purchase of goods without inviting
quotations or bids on the basis of a
certificate to be recorded by the
competent authority up-to the value
of Rupees

10000/-

15000/-

25000/-

50000/-

Choice 3

4

The weight age of the technical
parameters i.e. non- financial
parameters in no case should exceed

30%

50%

60%

80%

Choice 4

5

Purchase of goods without inviting
quotations or bids on the basis of a
certificate to be recorded by the
competent authority up-to the
certain has been given in GFR under
Rule

145

147

150

154

Choice 4

6

Advertised Tender Enquiry should be
resorted for procurement of goods of
estimated value of Rupees

10 lakh and above

20 lakh and above

25 lakh and
above

30 lakh and
above

Choice 3

7

QCBS stands for

Quality Control &
Budgeting System

Quality and Cost
Based Selection

Quality Control
Based Selection

Quality and
Cost Based
Supply

Choice 2

8

The number of supplier firms in
Limited Tender Enquiry should be

not less than
three

more than three

four

six

Choice 2

9

Preparation of a long list of potential
consultants may be done on the basis
of formal or informal enquiries from
other Ministries or Departments or
Organizations involved in similar
activities, Chambers of Commerce &
Industry, Association of consultancy
firms etc. Where the estimated cost
of the consulting service is up to
Rupees

10 lakh

15 lakh

25 lakh

40 lakh

Choice 3

10

Proprietary Article Certificate is
applicable in

Limited Tender
Enquiry

Advertised Tender
Enquiry

Single Tender
Enquiry

Two Bid
Enquiry
Tender

Choice 3

11

Services typically involve providing
expert or strategic advice is called

Consulting Service

Non-consulting
Services

Advisory Services

Management
Services

Choice 1

12

An online real-time purchasing
technique utilised by the procuring
entity to select the successful bid,
which involves presentation by
bidders of successively more

Electronic
Procurement

Electronic Reverse
Auction

Electronic Buyer
Seller Action

Electronic
Deliberation

Choice 2

favourable bids during a scheduled
period of time and automatic
evaluation of bids is called
13

State whether true or fasle
Maintenance contract(s) of suitable
period either with the supplier of the
goods or with any other competent
firm, not necessarily the supplier of
the subject goods is/are especially
needed for sophisticated and costly
equipment and machinery.

TRUE

FALSE

Choice 1

14

GeM stands for

Government
Money

Government emarketing

Government emarket Place

Goods emarket place

Choice 3

15

Amount of bid security should
ordinarily range between

1 to 5% of the
estimated value
of the goods to be
procured.

2 to 5% of the
estimated value of the
goods to be procured.

3 to 5% of the
estimated value
of the goods to
be procured.

5 to 10 of the
estimated
value of the
goods to be
procured.

Choice 2

16

Technical bids should be analysed
and evaluated by a

Consultancy
Evaluation
Committee (CEC)
constituted by the
Ministry or
Department.

Consultancy
Evaluation Committee
(CEC) constituted by
the Ministry of
Finance

Consultancy
Evaluation
Committee (CEC)
constituted by
Head of
Department

Consultancy
Evaluation
Committee
(CEC)
constituted by
the
Parliament

Choice 1

17

State whether true or false It is
desirable, however, not mandatory
for all Ministries/Department s of the
Central Government, their attached

TRUE

FALSE

Choice 2

and Subordinate Offices and
Autonomous /Statutory Bodies to
publish their tender enquiries,
corrigenda thereon and details of bid
awards on the Central Public
Procurement Portal (CPPP).
18

To safeguard against a bidder’s
withdrawing or altering its bid during
the bid validity period in the case of
advertised or limited tender enquiry,
Bid Security is obtained. Bid Security
is also called

Security Deposit

Performance Deposit

Work Guarantee

Earnest
Money

Choice 4

19

CPPP Stands for

Central Public
Procurement
Portal

Centralized Purchase
& Payment Portal

Common Public
Procurement
Portal

Common
Purchase &
Payment
Portal

Choice 1

20

Pick the incorrect one

Up to Rs.50,000/through any of
the available
suppliers on the
GeM, meeting the
requisite quality,
specification and
delivery period

Above Rs.50,000/- and
up to Rs.30,00,000/through the GeM
Seller having lowest
price amongst the
available sellers, of at
least three different
manufacturers, on
GeM, meeting the
requisite quality,
specification and
delivery period

Above
Rs.30,00,000/through the
supplier having
lowest price
meeting the
requisite quality,
specification and
delivery period
after mandatorily
obtaining bids,
using online
bidding or
reverse auction

None (all of
the above are
correct)

Choice 4

tool provided on
GeM.
21

Performance Security should be for
an amount of (of the value of the
contract as specified in the bid
documents)

2 to 5%

5 to 10%

5 to 15%

10 to 15%

Choice 2

22

Purchase of goods on each occasion
may be made on the
recommendations of a duly
constituted Local Purchase
Committee has been referred to in
GFR under Rule

151

155

157

154

Choice 2

23

In case of advance to private firms, it
should not exceed

10% of the
contract value

20% of the contract
value

30% of the
contract value

50% of the
contract value

Choice 3

24

"Expression of Interest” should be
sought where the estimated cost of
the consulting services is

above Rs. 20 lakh

above Rs. 25 lakh

up-to Rs. 20 lakh

up-to Rs. 25
lakh

Choice 2

25

The bid security is normally to remain
valid for a period of

30 days beyond
the final bid
validity period.

30 days from date of
inviting bid

45 days beyond
the final bid
validity period

45 days from
date of
inviting bid

Choice 3

26

Ministries or Departments of the
Central Government may relax the
ceilings (including percentage laid
down for advance payment for
private firms) in consultation with

CGA

CA&G

Their Principal
Accounts Officer

Their Financial
Advisers

Choice 4

27

State whether true or false Disclosure
by the bidder of any previous
transgressions made in respect of

TRUE

FALSE

Choice 2

code of integrity with any entity in
any country during the last five (05)
years or of being debarred by any
other procuring entity.
28

Purchase through Limited Tender
Enquiry may be adopted even where
the estimated value of the
procurement is more than 25 lakh in
the following circumstances except

The competent
authority in the
Ministry or
Department
certifies that the
demand is urgent
and any
additional
expenditure
involved by not
procuring through
advertised tender
enquiry is justified
in view of
urgency.

There are sufficient
reasons indicating
that it will not be in
public interest to
procure the goods
through advertised
tender enquiry

The sources of
supply are
definitely known
and possibility of
fresh source(s)
beyond those
being tapped is
remote.

The goods
under
procurement
is of high
value and
delicate
nature

Choice 4

29

Bid Security may be exempted for

Micro and Small
Enterprises
(MSEs)

Suppliers registered
with the Central
Purchase Organisation
or the concerned
Ministry or
Department.

Both of the
above

None

Choice 3

30

RFP stands for

Requirement for
Procurement

Request for
Procurement

Request for
Purchase &
Payment

Request for
Proposal

Choice 4

Network Engineer:

Sl.
No.
1
2

Question

Choice 1

Choice 2

Choice 3

Choice 4

Correct
Answer

IPv6 does not use ________ type of
address

Broadcast

Multicast

Unicast

Anycast

Choice1

Which 802.11 frame type is
association response?

Management

Protected Frame

Action

Control

Choice1

It immediately
enables the
port in the
listening state

Choice2

What is the primary effect of the
spanning-tree port fast command?

It enables BPDU
messages

It minimizes spanningtree convergence time

It immediately
puts the port into
the forwarding
state when the
switch is
reloaded

Which NetWare protocol works on
layer 3--network layer—of the OSI
model?

IPX

NCP

SPX

NetBIOS

Choice1

An engineer configured an OSPF
neighbour as a designated router.
Which state verifies the designated
router is in the proper mode?

Exchange

Full

2-way

Init

Choice2

Public
getByName()

Choice1

Captive portal

Choice4

3

4

5

6

7

In Inet Address class, which method
returns the host name of the IP
Address?

Public String get
Hostname()

Public String
getHostAddress()

Public static
InetAddress get
Localhost()

A network administrator wants to
employ a username and password
authentication system for guest WiFi.
Which of the following is the BEST
option to provide this type of
authentication?

port security

MAC filtering

Network access
control

8

9

10

11

The address that is unique in the
scope of the network or internationally
if the network is part of an
international network is called as
______

Global address

Physical Address

Network Address

IP Address

Choice1

A user configured OSPF and
advertised the Gigabit Ethernet
interface in OSPF by default, which
type of OSPF network does this
interface belong to?

point-to-multipoint

point-to-point

broadcast

no broadcast

Choice3

A network administrator has been
given a network of 172.16.85.0/21 and
wants to know the usable range of IP
addresses on that subnet. Which of
the following indicates the correct IP
address range?

172.16.80.0172.16.85.254

172.16.80.0172.16.88.255

172.16.80.1172.16.87.254

172.16.80.1172.16.85.255

Choice3

At what speed does tele-computed
refer?

Interface speed

Cycle per second

Baud rate

Megabyte

Choice3

Choice2

Which one of the following would
breach the integrity of a system?

Looking the room
to prevent theft

Full access rights for
all users

Fitting the system
with an anti-theft
device

Protecting the
device against
willful or
accidental
damage

Which constructor of Datagram
Socket class is used to create a
datagram socket and binds it with the
given Port Number?

Datagram
Socket(int port)

Datagram Socket(int
port, Int Address
address)

Datagram
Socket(int
address)

Datagram
Socket()

Choice2

Which of the following best describes
uploading information?

Sorting data on a
disk drive

Sending information to
a host computer

Receiving
information from
a host computer

Sorting data
on a hard
drive

Choice2

You have an IP host address of
201.222.5.121 and a subnet mask of

201.222.5.127

201.222.5.120

201.222.5.121

201.222.5.122

Choice1

12

13

14

15

255.255.255.248. What is the
broadcast address?

16

17

Frequency of failure and network
recovery time after a failure are
measures of the _______ of a
network.

Performance

Reliability

Security

Feasibility

Choice2

EIGRP metric is ________

K-Values

Bandwidth only

Hop count

Delay only

Choice1

The defaultinformation
originate
command
must be
configured for
the route to be
installed into
the routing
table

Choice1

18

19

When a floating static route is
configured, which action ensures that
the backup route is used when the
primary route fails?

The floating static
route must have a
higher
administrative
distance than the
primary route so it
is used as a
backup

The administrative
distance must be
higher on the primary
route so that the
backup route becomes
secondary

The floating static
route must have
a lower
administrative
distance than the
primary route so
it is used as a
backup

An organization has decided to start
using cloud-provided services. Which
cloud service allows the organization
to install its own operating system on
a virtual machine?

platform-as-aservice

software-as-a-service

network-as-aservice

infrastructureas-a-service

Choice4

Which function does the range of
private IPv4 addresses perform?

allows multiple
companies to
each use the
same addresses
without conflicts

ensures that NAT is
not required to reach
the internet with
private range
addressing

provides a direct
connection for
hosts from
outside of the
enterprise
network

enables
secure
communicatio
ns to the
internet for all
external hosts

Choice1

The Layer 2 switch
floods packets to all
ports except the

The Layer 2
switch sends a
copy of a packet
to CPU for

The Layer 2
switch
forwards the
packet and
adds the

20

21

What is the default behaviour of a
Layer 2 switch when a frame with an
unknown destination MAC address is
received?

The Layer 2
switch drops the
received frame

Choice2

22

23

receiving port in the
given VLAN

destination MAC
address learning

destination
MAC address
to its MAC
address table

A network technician receives a call
from a use who is experiencing
network connectivity issues. The
network technician questions the user
and learns the user brought in a
personal wired router to use multiple
computers and connect to the
network. Which of the following has
the user MOST likely introduced to the
network?

Rogue DHCP
server

Evil twin

VLAN mismatch

Honeypot

Choice1

Which type of topology is best suited
for large businesses which must
carefully control and coordinate the
operation of distributed branch
outlets?

Ring

Local area

Hierarchical

Star

Choice4

Choice3

Which subnet summarizes and gives
the most efficient distribution of IP
addresses for the router
configuration?

192.168.0.0/26 as
summary and
192.168.0.0/29 for
each floor

192.168.0.0/24 as
summary and
192.168.0.0/28 for
each floor

192.168.0.0/25
as summary and
192.168.0.0/27
for each floor

192.168.0.0/2
3 as summary
and
192.168.0.0/2
5 for each
floor

The packet sent by a node to the
source to inform it of congestion is
called _______

Explicit

Discard

Backpressure

Choke

Choice4

ip route 10.10.1.16
255.255.255.252
10.10.255.1

ip route
10.10.1.20
255.255.255.252
10.10.255.1

ip route
10.10.1.20
255.255.255.2
54
10.10.255.1

Choice3

24

25

26
A packet is destined for 10.10.1.22.
Which static route does the router
choose to forward the packet?

ip route 10.10.1.0
255.255.255.240
10.10.255.1

27
28
29

Discarding policy is mainly done by
_______

Sender

Receiver

Router

Switch

Choice3

The data field cannot carry which of
the following?

TCP segment

UDP segment

ICMP messages

SMTP
messages

Choice3

Which of the following field in IPv4
datagram is not related to
fragmentation?

Flags

Offset

TOS

Identifier

Choice3

Two broad categories of congestion
control are

Active control and
Passive control

Open-loop and
Closed-loop

Active loop and
Passive loop

Open-control
and Closedcontrol

Choice2
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